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In the summer of 2014, Alpine Education Foundation (AEF) saw the need for, and the 
value of, a comprehensive Robotics-Coding-Engineering program at Joan MacQueen 
Middle School as part of the established curriculum.   
 
AEF began building a cadre of supporting sustainable donors for a 3-year commitment 
to fund a sustainable program.  AEF's first delivery on that promise was made in the fall 
of 2014 in the form of LEGO Robotics kits.  Since then AEF has paid for teacher 
instruction, teaching tools, many more kits, registration fees for JMMS teams to enter 
tournaments, bought equipment and furnishings to transform classrooms into a 
Robotics computer-equipped coding classroom and another into a Robotics Laboratory 
– where robots are built, the student-written operating program coding is installed, and 
the end product tested.  One version of the robots is in the form of readable, actionable, 
conveyor systems – think automated warehousing, package handling, sorting and 
delivery systems.  This is enhanced education.   
 
At the other extreme AEF also has provided programmable “Bee Bots” into kindergarten 
to stimulate a technical interest in those wee, but inquisitive and fertile minds.  Click 
here: https://www.bee-bot.us/  
 
For the then coming 2017-2018 school year, the District committed to making Robotics-
Coding-Engineering a stand-alone part of the permanent curriculum at Joan MacQueen, 
with its own General Fund budget line.  And the District requested AEF to stay engaged 
in funding, promoting and building the program.  At that time, AEF pledged to match 
going forward District expenses for additional equipment and so on.  So far this year in 
2018, AEF has funded $5,000 to the program including a 50% match to the District for 
additional Robotics kits as equipment needed for a potential second classroom / 
laboratory, plus paid directly for various incidental classroom and laboratory expenses.    
 
This 3-year old AEF-created and funded Robotics program has been a wonderful 
success!  A JMMS team won 1st Place for Southern California at the 2016 FIRST LEGO 
League Robotics regional competition in Carlsbad, California - beating-out over 60 
competing middle school teams.  In 2017 a JMMS team won several titles in innovation, 
design, construction and in performance - including a 1st place - at the National Junior 
Solar Sprint competition in Orlando, Florida.  This year a team of students that attended 
JMMS won 1st place at the Biocom Institute | Life Sciences STEM Education and 
Workforce Development regional competition, and presented the merits of the JMMS 
Robotics program at the week-long Biocom Engineering & Science Festival in San 
Diego last month.  The team’s award-winning product featured “3D” computer design 
and engineering, and the “3D” printing manufacture of its parts.  In addition for this 2018 
year, JMMS teams have qualified again to compete at this summer's FIRST LEGO 
League Robotics competition again. 
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On top of funding many thousands of dollars into Robotics and technology in our school 
district, many thousands of AEF volunteer man-hours continue to support the program 
too.  Continuing through this year, an AEF Docent is at the JMMS campus weekly 
mentoring, guiding and assisting the building and the institutionalization of Robotics-
Coding-Engineering into our middle school – a now established program exceptionally 
well-run by our great teacher, Diana Tompkins.   
 
In addition to the direct support in the classroom for Robotics-Coding-Engineering, AEF 
conducts its own classes as part of the AEF ReadyBreak Camps during the summer 
breaks.  This coming 2018 summer, programs will be offered for middle-schoolers once 
again by a great Boulder Oaks teacher, Kathryn Golden, at Joan MacQueen.  And a 
grade-school program will be offered by another great teacher at Shadow Hills, Erica 
Lyle. 
   
Here in the spring of 2018, after three years of building, Alpine schools have a 
phenomenal Robotics-Coding-Engineering program competing very successfully; locally 
across our County, regionally across Southern California, and nationally across our 
Nation. 
   
The AEF Spring Gala this coming April 21st at the Viejas Oak Ballroom is intended in 
part to raise funds to pay for the District's “Wheel of Experts” Program.  Along with 
math, arts and advanced physical education/sports, that program is intended to 
establish a Robotics-Coding-Engineering elective Pathway across our district from 
kindergarten through middle school.  It is to provide students and parents with choice 
and options for an enhanced elective technical engineering route into the mid-21st 
Century. 
 
Please link to AEF’s website for more information: https://aef4kids.org/  Scroll down to 
see the photo of one of our great JMMS Robotics teams in Carlsbad at LEGOLAND, 
location of the FIRST LEGO Robotics competitions.   
 
These are our kids; 
  
These are Alpine’s finest; 
  
They are our collective future.   
 
Let’s all support them.   

 
 
George Barnett, Director  & Officer 
Alpine Education Foundation 

 


